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The Slow Running Movement 
 
An Omega Constellation vintage watch can be regulated through the micrometer regulator within an 
approximate variation of plus or minus 25 seconds per day.  If your watch exceeds those parameters then it 
is time to for a trip to your watchmaker. 
 
If your watch is running slow, there are a number of different causes a competent watchmaker would 
investigate, depending on the simplicity or complexity of the problem, including: 
 

 Making sure the hands and sweep are not impeded 
 Checking to make sure the crown stem is properly positioned and not in setting mode 
 Ensuring the regulator has not been wrongly set and that regulator pins are properly spaced 
 Checking the watch to see if it needs dis-assembling, cleaning and oiling 
 Checking the drive train to ensure the wheels are not damaged or bent and that teeth and pinions are 
not worn or damaged. Ensuring end shake is within reasonable tolerances 

 Making sure the canon pinion is working effectively 
 Checking the jewels to ensure they are not damaged or the bearings worn  
 Ensuring the mainspring is not rusted, damaged or sticking 
 Verifying in automatic watches that power is being delivered to the mainspring efficiently 
 Checking the hairspring to ensure it is operating freely and is within the regulator 
 Checking pivots to ensure they are not misshapen 
 Inspecting pallet jewels and escape wheel for wear  
 Checking for ‘absolute rate’ and making appropriate adjustments  

 
Usually a slow running, well looked-after 
movement can be fixed by dis-assembling, 
cleaning and oiling.  This is especially the 
case if a watch has not suffered trauma such 
as dropping or collision with hard objects. 
However, a good watchmaker will thoroughly 
check the various parts for wear and 
damage prior to re-assembly and adjustment 
or regulation. 
 
Large differences in the cost of servicing a 
watch can occur in direct proportion to the 
amount of time and effort spent on problem 
identification and solving.  The cheapest 
service would involve dis-assembling 
cleaning, oiling and regulating a watch.  
Regulation is very different to adjustment 
and is a relatively simple procedure involving 
tweaking the length of the hairspring through 
the regulator or working with balance wheel 
mass to alter the absolute rate. 

 
Adjustment however can be an interminable task of poising or fine tuning the balance wheel, manipulating 
the hairspring and tweaking the regulator to achieve a stable rate over a period of time. For this, your watch 
can be in the shop for weeks.  
 
Knowing that a watch service involves varying levels of attention can assist in making a choice about how 
accurate you want your vintage watch to be. The more accurate and precise you want your watch to be, the 
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more money it may cost, especially if the 
watchmaker invests time, effort and 
parts in correcting issues at both the 
drive and escapement ends of the 
movement.  Generally, I believe that 
around twenty to thirty seconds per day 
is a reasonable margin of error, however 
some collectors go to great lengths to 
keep their vintage Constellations within 
much finer margins.  
 
The great enemies of mechanical watch 
movements are friction, moisture and 
detritus: even a tiny speck of metal or 
rust grain can stop a watch movement.  
It is important to ensure that the 
movement remains clean and lubrication 
does not lose its viscous and other 
properties. If it does, friction will begin to 
cause wear on parts which intermesh in 
some way with other parts. Seals on 
vintage watches are crucial, particularly 
those of water-resistant models, and 
should be changed at each service.  Original crowns can be re-sealed but this, again, takes time and effort. 
 
I recommend that you service your vintage watch at intervals of four to five years, checking in with your 
watchmaker after four years to have the watch put on a timing machine.  A regularly serviced, well cared-for 
vintage Omega Constellation can still be regulated to chronometer tolerances if that is your aim - a very good 
reason to ensure your watch has a consistent service regime. 
 
With vintage Constellation and other non-tool watches, I recommend you do not have your watch serviced 
through an Omega Service Centre.  In many of the official centres you will be encouraged to send your watch 
to Bienne to undergo costly refurbishment.  
 
Another issue with sending your watch to Bienne is parts supply.  In some cases, spare ‘signature parts’ – 
the parts that identify your watch as, say, an authentic Constellation – are no longer available at Bienne, and 
watchmakers will fit a part of the same calibre family but only “nearest to” the part it is replacing.    
 
You may also be pressured into having the dial of your watch refinished, because of degradation of the dial 
lacquer or other dial stability issues. Be aware that supplies of replacement dials on some of the earlier 
vintages including Constellations have been exhausted.  In my experience of viewing a number of dials that 
have been refinished by Omega contractors in Bienne, the quality is suspect and not up to the standard of  
some of the more notable European and U.S.. refinishers. Further, unless the dial is damaged or extremely 
degraded, consider retaining your original dial and enjoying its patina.  Original dialled Constellation are 
worth more to collectors than watches with refinished dials. 
 
For regular servicing, source an older watchmaker who has worked with Omegas over time and who may 
well have parts movements from which factory specified parts for your particular model may be purloined.  
Establishing a relationship with a local watchmaker will provide a number of benefits including the opportunity 
to learn about your watch movement. 
 


